In a recent securities law case, the statistical methods used by the regulator in analysing data on daily commissions and hypothetical profits from initial public offerings (IPOs) assumed that the data on consecutive days were independent. Consecutive observations in most business and economic data, however, are positively correlated. While statistical articles demonstrate that this type of dependence affects the distribution of virtually all statistics, including non-parametric and goodness-of-fit tests, the magnitude of the effect may not be fully appreciated. For example, in one comparison of commissions one broker received on days with an IPO to the days when no IPO was issued yielded a statistically significant p-value of 0.02, under the independence assumption. Accounting for serial correlation, the test actually had a non-significant p-value close to 0.09. Other examples of the effect of dependence include jury discrimination cases in locales where grand jurors can serve two consecutive terms as well as cases concerned with environmental pollution where measurements are spatially and temporally correlated. This paper describes the noticeable effect violations of the independence assumption can have on statistical inferences. The methods for correcting some standard non-parametric tests for serial correlation are also discussed.
Introduction
The statistical methods taught in basic courses assume that individual observations are obtained by taking a random sample from a large population, i.e. the value of one data point is independent of any other one. The importance of the assumption that the observations are independent 1 is barely 26 Y. R. GEL ET AL. mentioned 2 so that even judges and jurors who have had some exposure to statistical thinking are not prepared to properly examine dependent data.
This paper illustrates the effect of dependence on the inferences that were considered by courts in two types of cases. The first case, Moultrie, 3 concerns the use of statistical tests to examine data on the racial composition of grand jurors for possible discrimination against members of the same racial or ethnic group as the defendant. Unlike most states, South Carolina has a carry-over system where six of the 12 individuals chosen for grand jury service in 1 year continue on the grand jury for a second year; hence, there is a 33.3% overlap in the grand jurors serving in consecutive years. 4 The court in Moultrie realized that this meant that the racial composition of two successive grand juries would no longer be independent. Understandably, however, it did not know how to appropriately modify the standard method. Section 2 presents a summary of the issues and describes the effect of this modest degree of dependence on the usual analysis based on the normal approximation to the binomial model. 5 When the standard textbook formula that assumes independence is used to analyse the jury composition data, it yields a statistically significant result at the commonly accepted 5% significance level ( p-value = 0.0455). Even though the racial compositions of grand juries that were two or more years apart were independent, properly accounting for the seemingly small degree of dependence in consecutive years yields a p-value of 0.11, which exceeds 0.05. The difference in the two results is quite meaningful as the first meets the two-standard-deviation (or significance at the 0.05 level) criteria the Court mentions in the Castenda opinion as adequate to help a plaintiff establish a prima facie case of jury discrimination, while the proper analysis does not.
The second case where the effect of dependence had a noticeable impact on the statistical conclusions occurred in a securities law case concerning an allegation of profit sharing in its allocation of shares in initial public offerings (IPOs) by an investment firm (IF) in New York. 6 The participating customers were alleged to have shared their profits from IPOs with the IF by giving the firm increased commission business, either through more transactions or through paying higher commissions on transactions, 7 on the day of the IPO or on that day and the following one. An important aspect of the charge was the regulator's assertion that the 'pattern' was so obvious that the IF should 2 The only time the effect of a modest degree of negative dependence is noted occurs if sampling from a relatively small finite population is discussed. In that situation, the standard deviation of the sample proportion is reduced. See Freedman et al. (2007) , p. 368, for the correct formula.
3 Moultrie v. Martin, 690 F.2d 1078 ,1080 (4th Cir. 1982 . 4 Each grand jury sits for a year and is composed of 18 members, where 6 are from previous year and 12 are new members. Each year 12 individuals are chosen, six of whom serve 1 year while the other six serve 2 years. This overlap in the membership of consecutive grand juries creates a statistical dependence in the racial compositions of successive grand juries.
5 Data on the racial composition of several years of jury data are typically analysed by the normal approximation to the binomial distribution, which was used by the U.S. Supreme Court in Castenada v. Partida 430 U.S. 482, 494 (1977) . The Court noted that the differences in the standardized normal form of the test between two to three standard deviations, corresponding approximately to significance at the 0.05 and 0.005 levels, would support a claim of jury discrimination. The opinion cited the text of Mosteller et al. (1970) for the relevant formulas. The methodology is applied to data from the Castenada and other jury discrimination cases in Chapter 4 of Gastwirth (1988) . A more detailed investigation of the effect of dependence on the exact binomial distribution rather than the normal approximation appears in Gastwirth & Miao (2002) from which this brief discussion is adopted. 6 The authors served as expert witnesses and advisors to the defendant. Other aspects of the case are described in Gastwirth et al. (2005) . 7 After the government deregulated the securities industry, IFs were free to set a variety of commission payment systems. The IF in the case lets its customers decide on the commissions subject to the general guidelines established by the Securities and Exchange Commission and the National Association of Securities dealers. The only numerical criterion stated in the guidelines was that commissions should be no more than 5% of the value of the trade.
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have noted it and taken appropriate action to monitor trades more carefully, discipline any offending broker and prevent 'profit sharing' in the future. If the hearing panel agreed that the pattern was obvious, the IF would receive a much larger fine than if it had failed to detect a more subtle system of profit sharing.
Although financial data are known to have a fairly high degree of serial correlation, 8 all the analyses carried out by the expert for the regulator compared the commissions received by the firm either on the day or that day and the following one it allocated IPO shares to the commissions it received on other similar time periods, using the Wilcoxon two-sample test. Assuming independence, the expert found that commissions were statistically significantly higher on the periods around IPO days, but when the effect of dependence is accounted for, several comparisons were no longer significant at the 0.05 level. Thus, the data did not support the regulator's claim of a 'clear' pattern that the firm should have seen, especially as other factors affecting trading volume and commissions were not considered. Section 3 demonstrates that ignoring the positive dependence between successive observations can have a substantial impact on the p-value of classical tests of significance. An introduction to time series models that incorporate the dependence structure and can be fitted to data is also given. A more accurate approximation to the true p-value of many statistical methods can be obtained by fitting the model to the data being analysed and then simulating data from the fitted model. When applied to the commission data for one of the accused brokers, it will be seen that when the effect of dependence is accounted for, the p-value of the Wilcoxon test based on the independence assumption can be more than double, e.g. a result that is significant at the 0.05 level can actually have a p-value of about 0.20. It will also be seen that the effect of dependence also depends on the distribution of the underlying commission data.
It should be noted that the effect of dependence on statistical tests is well known. Gastwirth et al. (1967) showed how serial correlation affects the distribution of the sign test and that the effect is greater when the data follow a double exponential distribution than a normal curve. Serfling (1968) investigated the Wilcoxon two-sample test on strongly mixing processes and Gastwirth & Rubin (1971) examined the one-sample Wilcoxon and t-tests. The effect of dependence on chi-square goodness-of-fit tests was studied by Gleser & Moore (1983), and El Shaarawi & Damsleth (1988) investigated its effect on the sample mean. Recently, Gerrard & Schucany (2007) developed an appropriate sign test for a type of dependent binary data. Since regression analysis is often used to analyse data arising in securities law and antitrust cases (Aitken & Taroni, 2004; Finkelstein & Levenbach, 1983; Rubinfeld, 1985; Rubinfeld & Steiner, 1983) , the assumption that the error terms, i.e. random deviations from the expected observation, are independent is also made there. Fortunately, tests and checks for the validity of this assumption and methods for adjusting the fitted regression when the error terms are dependent are available. 9
The analysis of data on the racial composition of grand juries
The Moultrie v. Martin case arose from the murder of a deputy sheriff in South Carolina. In 1977, a grand jury consisting of 3 blacks and 15 whites indicted a black suspect who was convicted at the subsequent jury trial. He appealed his indictment to the federal court claiming that blacks were under-represented on grand juries in the county. The system the county used to select grand jurors will now be described. Each year, 12 individuals were chosen at random from the local population to serve as the county's grand jurors. Six of those 12 were randomly chosen to remain on the grand jury for a second year. These 6 plus the 12 new randomly selected jurors for the next year ensured that each year the grand jury had 18 people on it. Because one-third (six) of the grand jurors remained on the grand jury for 2 years, the racial compositions of grand juries in consecutive years were statistically dependent. Since each individual can serve at most 2 years, this amount of dependence may not appear to be important. However, it creates a meaningful effect on the statistical analysis. The court of appeals discussed the standard statistical analysis assuming that the jurors chosen each year follow a binomial model, which considers the grand juries in each year as independent random samples of the relevant population. The opinion did mention its concern about the lack of information on holdover grand jurors. 10 The court of appeals assumed that blacks comprised 38% of potential grand jurors because they formed that percentage of the registered voters in the county in 1977. If there were no discrimination, the grand jurors would have been selected randomly from this population so the probability that each chosen grand juror is black is 0.38 and the proportion of black grand jurors should be near 38%. Since courts are concerned that individuals of all groups in the population are treated fairly, the court of appeals conducted a two-sided test:
Null hypothesis:
The proportion of black grand jurors is 38%. Alternative hypothesis: The proportion of black grand jurors is not equal to 38%.
Assuming each grand jury as a random sample of 18 persons from the voter registration list, the number of blacks in each grand jury is a binomial random variable with size n (=18) and probability p = 0.38, when the null hypothesis of no discrimination is true. The data submitted to the court are given in Table 1 .
Ignoring the dependence between two consecutive years, the total number of black grand jurors during the years 1971-1977 follows a binomial distribution with size 7 × 18 = 126 and probability 0.38. Using the normal approximation to binomial, 11 the court of appeals calculated the so-called z-value for the 7-year (1971-1977) total:
Even though the absolute value of this z-statistic is just below the three-standard-deviation criteria, it clearly exceeds the two-standard-deviation criteria. 12 The court of appeals noted 13 that its analysis 10 Moultrie v. Martin, 690 F.2d, 1078 , 1080 (4th Cir. 1982 at n. 5. 11 In general, for a binomial variable with size n and success probability p, the expected number of successes is np and the standard deviation is
. 12 See n. 8, and the Castenada decision where the Court established that a value of the standardized normal approximation to the binomial model or z-statistic in n. 14 is between two and three supports a claim of discrimination.
13 See Moultrie v. Martin, 690 F.2d 1078 , 1080 (4th Cir. 1982 .
was based on the independence assumption, but neither party had presented a method accounting for the dependence. It can be shown that 14 the sum of dependent binomial random variables still can be approximated by a normal distribution. However, the correct standard deviation accounts for the dependence structure need to be used. To present the appropriate formula, we define the following quantities: n: number of first-time jurors each year; m: number of holdover jurors each year; p: proportion of blacks in the population of eligible grand jurors; t: number of years considered.
Then the expected number of black grand jurors in t years is (n + m)t p, which remains the same as in the independent case, but the standard deviation accounting for the dependence becomes 15
Consequently, the correct normal approximation to the number of black grand jurors, which incorporates the dependence due to holdovers, becomes 16
In general, this approximation is quite accurate when some reasonable mathematical conditions are satisfied. 17 In the Moultrie case, n = 12, m = 6 and p = 0.38. Applying formula (2) to the data for the 7-year period (1971) (1972) (1973) (1974) (1975) (1976) (1977) yields the following z-value:
While this z-value clearly exceeds the two-standard-deviation criteria, its magnitude is noticeably smaller than the value −2.91 obtained when the dependence is ignored. 18 This reduction of about one-half a standard deviation in the z-statistic results from the fact that the standard deviation of the total number of grand jurors increased from 5.448 to 6.830.
14 See Gastwirth & Miao (2002) . 15 See Gastwirth & Miao (2002) for the calculation. 16 The numbers calculated here are slightly different from those in Gastwirth & Miao (2002) . Because the binomial distribution is discrete, in that paper, the authors used the continuity correction to improve the normal approximation. As the opinion did not use the continuity correction, to make comparisons with the calculations in the opinion the standard normal approximation without the continuity correction is used here.
17 See Larsen & Marx (2006, pp. 296-297) . 18 Actually, the court noted that the first year, 1971, with only one black grand juror was somewhat unusual. So it also considered data for the years 1972-1977. In that period, there were 31 black grand jurors out of a total of 6 × 18 = 108. The court ignored the dependence structure of the grand jurors and calculated the standard deviation by √ 108 × 0.38 × (1 − 0.38) = 5.044, which yielded the corresponding z-value −2.0. As this z-value just reached the twostandard-deviation criteria, the court concluded that the defendant did not establish a prima facie case, and the appeal was denied. Applying formula (2) which accounts for dependence, the correct z-value should be −1.596. Had the court adopted the two-standard-deviation criteria, the state would have to justify its process of selecting grand jurors even though the proper statistical analysis would not have found a significant shortfall in black grand jurors. Determining the time period most relevant to a charge is a legal rather than statistical question. Comment: If there were no dependence, the standard deviation of the number of black grand jurors would equal √ (n + m)t p(1 − p), which is smaller than the standard deviation given in (1) whenever the number of years (t) of the data is greater than 1. In general, whenever the yearly data are positively correlated, as in Moultrie case, assuming independence will underestimate the standard deviation, the denominator of the z-statistic in (2). This leads to a larger absolute value of the z-statistic, making the statistical evidence of discrimination appear stronger than it is. Following Castenada, courts use cut-off values for the z-statistic between 2 and 3, corresponding to Type I error probabilities of about 5% (0.3%), respectively. 19 To summarize, when positive dependence is ignored, the standard deviation of the test statistic is underestimated. Consequently, there is a higher probability of making Type I error than the value (typically 0.05) one intended to use, and non-significant results are misclassified as significant.
To graphically illustrate the effect of dependence on the data in the Moultrie case, the 'bell' curves corresponding to the normal approximation to the distribution of the number of black jurors during the 7-year period for independent (the taller curve) and dependent (flatter curve) samples are presented in Fig. 1 . The probability that a grand juror is black is 0.38 in both the situations. Consider the 7-year period. If there were no carry-overs, i.e. 18 new jurors were chosen randomly from the voter rolls each year, the total number of grand jurors is 7 × 18 = 126. Assuming jurors are selected randomly (independently), then the total number of blacks in 7 years can be approximated by a normal distribution (the taller one) with a mean of 0.38 × 126 = 47.88 and standard deviation √ 126 × 0.38 × (1 − 0.38) = 5.448. If the total number of black jurors in the 7 years is less than 37.2 or greater than 58.6, 20 then the probability of making Type I error is exactly 0.05, which corresponds to the solid shaded area under the taller normal curve. In the actual case, the consecutive grand juries are dependent so the taller normal curve is not the appropriate approximation. The correct normal approximation is the normal curve obtained from formula (2) with a mean of 47.88 and standard deviation 6.83, 21 which is the flatter normal curve in the graph. If one uses the cut-offs 37.2 and 58.6, calculated under the independence assumption, then the true probability of making Type I error is the dotted shaded area under the correct flatter curve. Clearly, it is much larger than the nominal one 0.05 and the actual Type I error is 0.118, 22 more than twice as large as the 0.05 threshold. The 'additional' probability, 0.068, of exceeding the 0.05 threshold arising from the dependence is illustrated by the 'extra area' under the flatter or 'heavier tailed' curve. Examining Fig. 1 , one sees that the 'additional area' is larger than the area (0.05) of the solid black rejection region determined by a 0.05-level test calculated under the assumption of independence.
Nonparametric tests used to analyse commission data in a securities law case
In the securities law case, the regulator made many studies comparing the total commissions the defendant IF received on days it had shares in an IPO to distribute to its clients to the commissions it received on other days. The regulator examined data for the firm as a whole and for the individual 19 A Type I error is the error of rejecting the null hypothesis, which in a jury discrimination case is the system was fair and non-discriminatory, and concluding that it was false or there was discrimination. 20 The appropriate numbers, 37.2 and 58.6 of minority grand jurors, are the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the normal distribution with mean 47.88 and standard deviation 5.448. 21 The value 6.83 is calculated using formula (2). 22 The value 0.118 is the probability that a normal variable with mean 47.88 and standard deviation 6.83 is less than 37.2 or greater than 58.6. THE EFFECT OF DEPENDENCE BETWEEN OBSERVATIONS 31 FIG. 1. The normal approximations to the distribution of the number of black grand jurors in a sample of 126 when the probability of a juror being black is 0.38. The shaded areas are the probabilities that the total number of black grand jurors is less than 37.2 or greater than 58.6. 23 brokers. It will be seen that the two time series, total commissions on IPO days and on non-IPO days, respectively, have a degree of temporal dependence that causes the p-value of the Wilcoxon test, calculated assuming that the data in both groups are two independent samples, to substantially underestimate the correct value. Thus, the Type I error or probability of finding a significant difference when there is no difference is higher than the nominal 5% level, commonly used in social science and most legal cases.
The problem will be illustrated by examining the commission data for one broker. Using the Wilcoxon test to compare the daily commissions on the day of an IPO and the following business day, i.e. a 2-day window around each IPO, and similar 2-day periods around non-IPO days, the expert for the regulator found a statistically significant difference (the normal form of the test = 2.37, p-value = 0.02). However, his analysis used the critical values of the Wilcoxon test based on assuming that the data consist of independent samples from each of the two populations of 2-day periods. It will be seen that accounting for the temporal dependence in the commission data raises the p-value of the Wilcoxon test to a non-significant value 0.09. This raised serious doubts about the regulator's assertion that there was a clear pattern of increased commissions on IPO days, which reflected a 'profit sharing' system. 24 Indeed, it would be unreasonable to expect the employees of the IF who monitor daily commissions to ensure compliance with the established rules to have noted a difference that was not statistically significant. On the basis of this and other statistical problems in 23 Supra n. 23. 24 The reader will also note that the regulator attributed any increase in commissions on IPO days to 'profit sharing' without considering other possible explanations, e.g. companies tend to offer new shares at times when the stock market is strong, so the issue is sold out. In the actual case, it was shown that commissions given to the IF by customers not accused of 'profit sharing' also were higher on IPO days than on non-IPO days.
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the analysis submitted by the regulator and defendant's study (Gastwirth et al., 2005) demonstrating that the IF allocated IPO shares fairly, the hearing panel found that the IF had not 'shared profits' with a group of 'favoured' customers.
There are two approaches for adjusting a statistical test to incorporate the serial correlation or dependence structure of the data in the analysis, which yield appropriate critical values. If one knows the process producing serial dependence, then one can model it as in the Moultrie case discussed in Section 2 and derive the exact sampling distribution of the statistic or its large-sample normal approximation. The correct p-value of the test is obtained from one of these two distributions. In many applications, the correlation between observations k time units apart, called the kth-order serial correlation coefficient, is not known so one cannot calculate the exact distribution of the statistic or even the large-sample approximate normal distribution of it. In these situations, one can estimate the serial correlation structure of the observations by fitting an appropriate time series model to the data (for details see Brockwell & Davis, 2002, Chapter 2) . Then, one simulates data from a process that follows the fitted model, which has a dependence structure very similar to that of the observed data. 25 From many such simulations, one finds the sampling distribution of the statistic from the data with a dependence structure near that of the observations, which can be used to determine the approximate critical points for various significance levels (Type I probabilities, α) or the p-value of the test statistic. 26 When the data are obtained in a time sequence, observations often follow an autoregressive (AR) model, i.e. the current observation is related to the previous ones. For example, in most business and economic time series, if the observed value is positive (negative) for one time period, it is likely that the observation for the following time period will also be positive (negative). This type of correlation is an example of an autoregressive model of the first order, AR(1). 27 Table 2 illustrates the simulation-based remedial approach to the Wilcoxon non-parametric test of equality of means from two samples when the data are serially correlated, under the null hypothesis that both means are the same. In particular, we compare the results when both samples are independent to those obtained from the data that follow an AR(1) model. We compute p-values using the Wilcoxon critical values tabulated under the assumption of independence and investigate how the p-values change under positive or negative dependence, i.e. a 1 = 0.5 or a 1 = −0.5. 25 Since the process used in the simulation uses the dependence structure obtained from fitting the data, the process is very similar to the one generating the original data. Since there is always the variation due to random sampling, as in estimating the population average from a random sample, the fitted serial correlations are also estimates and may differ slightly from the true serial correlations. Hence, the two processes are quite similar but are not identical. 26 From a large number of simulations of a process with a similar dependence structure as the observed data, for which the null hypothesis holds, one obtains the sampling distribution of the standardized form of the statistic having mean 0. This yields a curve analogous to the normal one from which one can derive the appropriate critical values corresponding to 1%, 5%, etc. rejection levels or obtain the two-sided p-value of the statistic calculated from the original data by finding the proportion of simulations which exceed the absolute value of the numerical value of the statistic. 27 An AR(1) model is formally described by the following equation: y t = a 1 y t−1 + e t , where y t is the value of an observation at time point t, y t−1 is the value of an observation at time t − 1, a 1 is an autocorrelation coefficient (−1 < a 1 < 1, a 1 = 0) and each e t is an independent random error. If the autocorrelation coefficient a 1 > 0, the serial correlation between consecutive observations is positive; if a 1 < 0, the serial correlation between consecutive observations is negative. A natural extension that allows for a more complex relationship between the current observation and the k previous ones is an AR model of order k. This structure is specified by the correlations, a j , of observations j time units apart. The procedures for fitting them to data are described in Brockwell & Davis (2002) . For the simple AR(1) process, the correlation between observations j units apart is a function a j 1 of the first-order correlation, which is readily estimated. For visualization of an autoregressive dependence effect see Appendix A. In addition, since the effect of dependence is known to be different for various probability distributions of the observed data, for illustrative purposes we conduct our analysis for a symmetric (normal) and skewed (exponential) distribution. 28 In our study, we consider samples of size 73 and 59 that correspond to the number of 2-day windows starting with the day the IF had an IPO or did not have one. The Wilcoxon test was used with the critical value or cut-off point for determining statistical significance set at the 0.05 level. The number of rejections when the null hypothesis is actually true, i.e. Type I error, is reported in Table 2 . When the two random samples are independent, the observed p-values should be near 5% for data simulated from either probability distribution and the first column in Table 2 reflects this. However, if the data in each sample are positively (negatively) serially correlated, then the observed Type I errors are substantially higher (lower) than 5%. The magnitude of inflation or deflation of the Type I error rate is greater for data from an exponential distribution than for normally distributed data. The results in Table 2 indicate that positive (negative) correlation among data from both samples lead to a substantial inflation (deflation) of the Type I error. In particular, when both samples follow an AR(1) process with an autocorrelation coefficient equal to 0.50, the p-values are about five times larger than the nominal 0.05 value. The last column in Table 2 shows that if both samples are from the same AR(1) model with negative autocorrelation coefficient, the p-values are substantially smaller than the expected nominal level 0.05. Positive dependence among observations, which occurs more frequently in economic and financial time series, tends to substantially increase the Type I error. This means that ignoring dependence and using thresholds or cut-off values determined assuming independence leads to declaring many results that are not statistically significant as significant. Negative correlation leads to the opposite effect. The underlying distribution of the observations also affects the degree of inflation/deflation.
The simulation-based correction will now be used when the two-sample Wilcoxon test is applied to data on commissions for IPO and non-IPO 2-day windows for one of the brokers. Two time series models are fitted to 73 and 59 observations on IPO and non-IPO windows, respectively, and the most parsimonious models based on a measure of the closeness of the fitted data to the observations, which includes a penalty for the complexity of the model reflected in the number of parameters in the model. 29 The best model for the IPO windows was an AR(1) model with a 1 = 0.27. The best model for non-IPO windows turned out to be substantially more complicated, i.e. an autoregressive 28 In a large data set, one can estimate the probability distribution from the observed sample and utilize it in the simulation. Such an approach is far more complex as not all distributions are consistent with a particular AR(k) structure, so it is beyond the scope of this expository paper.
29 For discussion on model selection procedures, see Brockwell & Davis (2002, pp. 169-174) , . 30 To obtain a preliminary idea on how the estimated correlation structure of the two commission data sets affects the conclusions yielded by the Wilcoxon test, we apply the simulation-based approach for normally and exponentially distributed data that follow the fitted model for each data set, (see Table 3 ). The cut-off value for a nominal 5%-level test for the Wilcoxon test in the independent setting now has Type I error rates of 14% for normal data and 30% for exponential data. The p-value of 0.02, reported by the regulator's expert that was calculated under the independence assumption, now becomes 0.09 (normal data) and 0.22 (exponential data) when the dependence structure is taken into account. Since the commission data were not even symmetric, much less normal, it is probably closer to the exponential. In either case, one cannot conclude that there was a statistically significant difference (at the 0.05 level) between commissions on IPO and non-IPO windows. This finding clearly contradicted the claim of the regulator that the commission 'pattern' should have been obvious.
Discussion
The properties of statistical methods described in basic textbooks assume that the observations are obtained from a random sample of the study population. In the USA, the race-ethnic composition of the pool of potential jurors should be similar to a random sample of the jury-eligible population, e.g. persons over 18 years of age living in the city or county, so courts analyse the data assuming one has a sample from a binomial distribution where the sample size is the total number of individuals in the venire or panel from which jurors are chosen or the number of grand juries examined and the probability p is the minority proportion of the population of potential jurors. It was seen that even the moderate dependence created by the carry-over system in South Carolina had a noticeable impact on the p-value obtained from the standard analysis.
The data from the securities law case illustrate the strong impact that dependence between observations in the same sample can have on statistical tests which are commonly used to compare two samples. Indeed, of all the assumptions usually required for the validity of statistical inferences, independence between the observations is the most critical (van Belle, 2008, p. 8) . As discussed extensively in Miller (1986) , this is true for a wide variety of statistical analyses including regression and analysis of variance as well as the one-and two-sample comparisons presented here. Thus, ignoring dependence affects the distribution of the test statistic and consequently affects the precision of estimators of parameters of interest and their associated confidence intervals. 31 The effect of dependence that is not accounted for in statistical analyses also arises in the context of criminal as well as civil law. For example, when DNA evidence was first introduced, the probability that a randomly selected member from the population has an observed DNA profile was calculated under the assumption that alleles at the different loci were independent. This assumption was questioned by several researchers, e.g. Geisser & Johnson (1992) , who demonstrated that dependence increased the probability of a 'chance match'. Later the effect of population substructure, i.e. the frequencies of alleles at the same loci differ among the race-ethnic subpopulations in a nation, became incorporated in the basic formulas (Balding, 2005, p. 62 and Chapter 6; Fung & Hu, 2008, pp. 40-42) . When one samples two individuals from the overall population, substructure imposes dependence between the alleles at a locus as the probability that the two alleles are the same (homozygosity) typically is increased if both individuals come from the same subpopulation, especially when there is random mating within each subpopulation. Thus, the effect on the calculated match probability is similar to the effect seen in the analysis of the binomial data from the Moultrie case.
of observations above/below the cut-off line, i.e. the number of As and Bs, respectively, the expected number of runs is given by the formula 2N + N − /N + 1 and the expected variance is given by 2N + N − (2N + N − − N )/{N 2 (N − 1)} (for further discussion, see Lehmann, 2006 , p. 315, or Sprent & Smeeton, 2007 . When one observation is larger than the median, positive dependence implies that the next observation also is more likely to be larger so positive dependence causes fewer runs in comparison to a series of independent observations. Conversely, too few runs compared to the expected number when the observations are independent indicate that the data have a negative serial correlation. The upper plots of Figs 
